This paper deals with a partitioning strategy of sparse matrices. 
Tewarson [2] has discussed this form and indicated that an iterative scheme had been proposed by Dickson [3] . Steward [4] studied a related problem of tearing and Nathan et al. [5] In Fig. 1 Fig. 1 Fig. 1 
Now deleting row i and column i from a matrix A with nonzero diagonal can be interpreted as the deletion of x. and all edges incident with x from Q(A). Since if the digraph Q(A) « G » (X,E) is cyclic, by delet ing an essential set S, G(X-S

(a), we have a matrix A of order seven. The associated digraph Q(A) = G = (X,E) is shown in
(b). From this digraph, we can determine a minimum essential set S » {x ,x ,x }. The section graph G(X-S) is shown in
(c). G(X-S) is seen to be acyclic. By putting columns and rows {1,5,7} corresponding to S last, and with some appropriate permutations on the remaining rows and columns, we get PAPT which is in
bordered Triangular Form as shown in Fig. 1 Fig. 1 (e).
(d). The pertinent matrix P is shown in
THE MINIMUM ESSENTIAL SET ALGORITHM
The problem of finding a minimum essential set of a digraph has been -6- treated mainly in connection with signal flow graphs [5] , [7] - [9] . 
MINIMUMS (Algorithm for Minimum Essential Set)
Step
Perform preliminary reduction on the digraph by means of a set of topological rules. If graph is completely reduced, go to
Step 5.
Step 2. Generate all pertinent circuits of the reduced digraph.
Step 3. Construct a covering Step 4. Use column branching to determine a minimum essential set.
Step 5. End.°R emarks In step 1, topological rules in [12] , [13] Let us discuss Steps 1 and 2 in detail.
Step 1: Preliminary simplification To begin, let us define the local information at vertex x of a di graph G = (X,E) as the complete topological knowledge of the section graph G({x) U Adj(x)), where Adj (x) -{y G x| (x,y) or (y,x) G e). Next we define three types of local transformation at x for a digraph G = (X,E)
as:
Tl Deletion of vertex x:
Remove vertex x and its incident edges. The result is the section graph G(X-{x}).
T2 Elimination of vertex x:
Delete (ii) R3 and R5 are new, and they require the knowledge of the topology of the section graph G(Adj(x)). The proofs that they are index preserving are simple.
For R3, since G = G({x} U Adj(x)) is a complete digraph, we must remove at least (k-1) vertices to break all circuits in G*, where k = |{x} U Adj(x)|. Obviously, the set Adj(x) is the best choice of essen-A doublet is a circuit of length two.
-9-
tial vertices for G(X). t For R5, circuits through (y,x) and (x,z) are dominated by circuits through (y,z). Other circuits through (y,x) are dominated by the doublets at x. Thus, no circuits through (y,x) need be considered in determining the index of the digraph. Hence, (y,x) can be deleted. (iii) Each vertex deleted by Rl is a vertex in some minimum essential
set [12] .
(iv) R1-R5 are by no means exhaustive as far as local-information transformation is concerned. It is possible that more rules can be de
veloped by exploiting the local information.
Summarizing, in Step 1, we test all vertices in the digraph and its transformed digraphs in order to perform local transformations whenever the conditions in the topological rules R1-R5 are satisfied. Afterwards,
we will end up with a digraph to which the rules R1-R5 cannot be applied.
At this stage, we go to Step 2. Let us illustrate
Step 1 by an example. Example 2 Consider the digraph G = (X,E) in Fig. 1 Fig. 2 
(b). Rules Rl, R2 and R4 fail to apply at any vertex. Using R5 at x,, we can delete (x-,x.) be cause (x3,xx) and (»3,x5) are in E. Again, applying R5 at x ,we delete (x2»x3)« At tnis stage the transformed digraph is shown in
(a).
Now applying R2 at x3 and x^9 we get Fig. 2 
(b). By Rl, we delete x-.
The result is shown in Fig. 2(c) . Using R2 at x0 and then R2 at x., we
get Fig. 2(d 
T4: Delete vertex x and add new edges to the section graph G(X-{x}) in the following way: we add (z,y) to 6(X-{x}) iff (z,x) and (x,y) G £.
Then a label {z,« ••,x,* ••,y} is assigned to this new edge, where
{z,»»«,x}, {x,«».,y} are the labels of (z,x) and (x,y), respectively. 
If y = z, (z,z) is a self-loop with a label defined in the same way.
In other words, the new edge (z,y) in the elimination graph G = (X-{x}, Ex s E U^a11 added edges} -{all deleted edges}) represents a directed path in G from
R7: For every y G Adj(x), delete all edges (x,y) G g except (x^y), when
ever there is an edge (x,y) G e^with a simple label.
R8: For every y G Adj(x), delete all edges (x,y) G g^whenever there is an edge (x,y) G g^whose label is a subset of those of the deleted edges (x,y). Similarly for all edges (y,x) G £^.
R9: For every y G Adj(x), delete all edges (y,x) G |^whenever there is an edge (x,y) G g^with a simple label. When this rule is applied,
we record all the doublets with each constituent edges (xTy) and (y,x) , and store them as columns in the "covering 
For R9: Circuits through each deleted edge (y,x) are dominated by circuits through (x,y) and the deleted edge (y,x).
The complete algorithm for generating circuits pertinent to the determination of the index of a digraph G = (X,E) is as follows. CIRCUIT (Algorithm for generating pertinent circuits)
Step 1 Let G = (X,E) ,X = {*1.x2*x3»""»xn}
Step 2 Set i • 1.
Step Step 7.
Step 4 Perform T3 at x. using rules R6-R9. Record and store circuits as appropriate.
Step 5 Perform vertex elimination T4 at x., and form the elimination graph G±+1.
Step 6 Set i = i+1, go to Step 3.
Step 7 End.
Let us illustrate this algorithm by an example.
Example 3
Consider the digraph in Fig. 1(b) . The corresponding digraph G-= (X^i^) is shown in Fig. 3(a) . All labels in (^are simple. For the sake of clarity, only some labels are shown. Consider x-, it does not have any self-loops. Rule R6 applies, so we delete the two simple doublets {x.,x2}
and {x^x^} at x1 and store them in the set Q of circuits. On eliminat ing x1 using T4, we get the elimination graph (?2 in Fig. 3(b) . Note that in G2, we introduce a new edge (x^,x ) with a label {x^x-.x.}.
Labels of all other remaining edges are the same as in G.. From G«, we eliminate x^right away because rules R6-R9 do not apply at x«. Sim ilarly, we eliminate x and form G, which is shown in Fig. 3(c) . At x^,, R7 applies, so we delete (x6,x4) whose label is {x,,x ,x ,x,}.
Eliminating x^, we get G5 in Fig. 3(d) . At x , R6 applies, so we delete (x5,x7) and (*7»x5) and store the circuit {x ,x }in Q,. R8 again applies at x5, so we delete (x6,x5) because its label {x6,x2,x ,x } is a superset of that of (xfi,x5) . Next R9 applies at x , so delete (x,,x-) and a a (x6,x5) and store the circuits {x5,x6,x2} and {x5,x6,x,}. After this sequence of transformation at x , G becomes G* in Fig. 3(e) . On elimin--14-X5* X6' X7' we 8et two more circuits^x2»x6,x7^and {xltx,tx6>x_}. Thus altogether we have J{x1,x2}, {x1,x3}, {x5,x7}, {x2,x5,x6}
•XA>X5»Xg}»^X9'X6*X7^X1,XA»XA»X7J
We complete this section by illustrating Steps 3 and 4 in MINIMUMS briefly with Example 3. We construct a covering table with columns n j and rows x corresponding to circuits in C and vertices in X respectively, and we mark with a cross X in column n. and row x if x € n . This is shown in Fig 4. Using column branching, we will get a minimum essential set {x1,x5,x7} which is the same as obtained in Example 2.
CONCLUSION
The algorithm of finding a minimum essential set in the previous section could still be ineffective in dealing with a very large general graph.
Like many other practical problems, [16] , what is needed is an efficient algorithm which does not aim at the global minimum but rather gives a good feasible solution. In this connection, a useful concept to employ is the minimal essential set. A minimal essential set is defined as an essential set in which no proper subset is also essential. In a forth coming paper, methods for generating minimal essential set will be given. 
